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(Communicated by Frederick R. Cohen)

Abstract. The spectrum of the Laplacian and the structure of the L2-cohomology

are studied on a singular algebraic curve with its singularity removed, which is

hence an incomplete Kahler manifold.

1. Statements of the results

Let C be a complex algebraic curve embedded in the. projective space P (C)

and S be its singularity set. Put C* = C - S and denote by g the restriction

(to C* ) of the Fubini-Study metric of P (C). The author wishes to develop the

global analysis (or, the spectral geometry) on the incomplete Kahler manifold

C* = C*(g).
First let us show that C* is quasi-isometric to a real 2-dimensional incom-

plete Kahler manifold with cone-like singularities in the sense of J. Cheeger

([1], [3]). Take a nonsingular model n: C —» C and set C* = C - n~x(S).

Then, since the map % gives an isometry C*(n g) —► C(g), let us investigate

n*g near n~ (S). By a standard argument (see, for example, [12, Lemma

1.6.1]), for a point p € n~ (S), there exists a local coordinate neighbor-

hood (U,u) with u = 0 at p and the affine coordinates (z,, ... ,zN) of

PN(C) with (zx, ... ,zN) = (0, ... ,0) at n(p) such that z, (u) = um, z2(u) =

umif2(u), ... ,z¡(u) = um'f¡(u), z/+x(u) = 0,...,zN(u) = 0, where 1 <

m < m2 < ■ ■ ■ < m¡ and moreover f(0) = 1 . The number m is the mul-

tiplicity of n(p) on the irreducible component determined by p. Now, since

the Fubini-Study metric and the metric J2¡=\ dz¡ g) d~z¡ are quasi-isometric

on a neighborhood of n(p), obviously on ¡J - p the two metrics n*g and

n*(Y^l=xdzj ® d'Zj) are quasi-isometric (through the identity map). More-

over, since the square of the pointwise norm of a vector ad/du  with re-
2 2 2

spect to the second metric is equal to J2i\7i:t(ad/du)\ = \a\ 5Z¡9z(/c?w| =

\a\ {m \u\ (m_l) + J2i>{ \u\ (m'-1)|wi,-./] + wr/r}, the metric is quasi-isometric to

\u\ du®du. Therefore, we have the following lemma.
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Lemma. On U-p, the metrics n*g and \u\ ' du® du are quasi-isometric

through the identity map.

Let us denote the circle of circumference 2mn by Sm and consider the

metric cone on it, i.e. C(SXJ =" (0,1) xSxm(B (r, 6)) withmetric dr2+r2dd2n,

which is the ra-fold covering of the punctured unit disk with flat metric. Then

obviously the lemma implies

Theorem ([4, p. 323], [5, Lemma 3.15]). The map u i-> (\u\m ,margu) induces

the quasi-isometry from {m€í/-p||m|<1} with metric n* g to C(Sm).

Hence C* is quasi-isometric to a manifold with cone-like singularities. And,

according to [1]-[11], we obtain the following corollaries.

Let A'(C*) and L A'(C') be the spaces consisting of smooth and square-

integrable (with respect to g ) /-forms on C* respectively. Denote by di and

ôi the exterior derivative d and its formal adjoint ô with the following do-

mains: dome/. = {a € A'(C*)nL2Al\da € L2Ai+x}, domo¡ = {a € A/+1(C*)n

L A'+ \ôa € L A1}. Moreover, letting A^(C*) be the space of compactly sup-

ported smooth /-forms, we set dc i = d\A'c(C*) and ôc ¡ = <5|A^,+ (C*). Their

closures with respect to the operator norms are denoted by di, ôj, dc ¡■, ôc (.

Now the first assertion is the following (see [1, Theorem 2.2]):

Corollary 1.   âci = dt, Sc¡ = ¿¡.

Let (, ) be the global inner product (for forms on C* ) and let us denote by

d*, etc. the dual operators (with respect to (, ) ) of the intrinsic operators d¡,

etc. Then, since in general we have d¡ = ô*. and dc i = S*, the two equalities

in Corollary 1 are equivalent. Moreover, they are equivalent to the equality

dt = ô*, which means that the Stokes' theorem in the L2-sense ([1, (1.7)]) holds

for C*.

Corollary 1 implies that the Laplacian A( = ¿¡d¡ + diXS¡x is self-adjoint

with respect to (, ). (The Dirichlet and Neumann type Laplacians agree in this

case and can be written as above without distinction.) The second assertion

concerns the spectrum; see [3], [7].

Corollary 2. The spectrum of the Laplacian A(. consists only of eigenvalues

(0 <)X0 < Xx < X2 < ... î oo (with multiplicities) and there exists a constant

K > 0 such that
oo

(l.i) ^Vv <#/"',     o</</0.
7=0

As for the left hand side of (1.1), that is, the trace of the kernel of the heat

operator e~ ' , we have the following (weak) conjecture after the analogy of

the nonsingular case, which must be proved by the same argument as in the

nonsingular case. (However we will have to be very careful in making various

estimates at each step.) Let us state it only for the case i — 0.
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Conjecture. If / = 0, then £~0 e~l,t ~ Vo1(C)/4tt/ ,i|0.

We will now discuss some properties of Ker A.. Corollary 2 implies that

Ranged, j and Rangeôi are both closed in L A'(C'). Hence the Hodge de-

composition can be written as follows: L A'(C') = Range dt_x © Ker A. ©

Ranged,. We define the L -cohomology group of C* by H!2AC*) = KerdJ

Range d iX.   Then, since Kerúf. = Range d¡x © Ker A;, we have KerA; ^*

h!2AC*) . Let us investigate the relationship between the L -cohomology and

the topological (or, simplicial) homology; see [1, (6.8)].

Corollary 3 (Generalized de Rham pairing).  H',2)(C*) = (IH¡"(C))*.

Here IH™(C) means the / th middle intersection homology defined by Goresky-

MacPherson. It has the following relation with the usual homology ([4]):

(1.2) IH™(C)=>

' H0(C), i = 0,

lmage(Hx(C*)^Hx(C)),       i=l,

\h2(C), i = 2.

By the usual argument ([10]), to prove Corollary 3, it suffices to show the fol-

lowing: taking a closed neighborhood V(c C) of S and setting V* = V - S,

we have

(O) H^V^l^^-
0

DI

0, / > 1.

2 t
In general, the L -cohomology defined by {df} is naturally isomorphic to the

one defined by {d¡}, that is, Ker di■/ Range diX . Refer to [1, (1.5)]. Hence let

us regard H',2)(V*) as to be defined using {d¡} . Then the isomorphism of (1.3)

with i = 0 will be given by the restriction of smooth functions (D domd0) on

V* to its boundary d V .

Next, paying attention to the Kahler structure of C*(g), let us investigate the

pure Hodge structure of its L -cohomology group; see [11]. Denote by A^'^C*)

the space of smooth (p, c7)-forms on C* and define also the space L Ap'q(C*)

in a similar way. Set ßf(2](C*) = Ker A, = {a € L2A'(C*)\da = Sa = 0} and

consider its subspaces ßf2)j(C*) = Ap'q(C*) nßfV~q(C*). Moreover we set

(1.4) Hp(2)qd(C*) = L2Ap'q nKcrdp+q/L2Ap'q nRangedp+g_x.

Then we have

Corollary 4 ( L -version of pure Hodge structure).

(2) ^d(C)^Hp(2qd(C) and hence H¡2)(C*) £ @p+q=¡ Hp2qd(C*).
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2 2
Notice that we do not use the Dolbeault-type harmonic L -spaces nor L -

cohomology groups in the corollary. Once we try to change %[2)'d(C*) and

H?2?d(C*) into the Dolbeault-type ones, various difficulties arise. We can so

far prove only the following assertion for the Dolbeault-type cohomology; com-

pare with Cheeger [2]. We decompose the exterior derivative into d = d + d

and its formal adjoint into S — â' + â" as usual. (The formal adjoint of

d is denoted by a'.)  The operators d(p >g) , dc(pq), d(pq), Ôe>(p q), etc. are

defined in the similar way as dj,  dc i,  dt,  dc ¡, etc.   For example, we set

domo(í)¡?)  = {a € A"-q(C*)nL2Ap'q\da € L2AP+X'q},   domS'^^  = {a €

Ap+x'q(C*)nL2Ap+x-q\ô'a G L2A"'q}. Then, denoting by dVg the volume

element with respect to our metric g , we have

Corollary 5.

Keröc (0 0) = Ker<3c (0 0) = Kerdc 0 = Kerc/0 = { constant function on C*},

Ker^c,(o,i) = Ker<^',o,o) = Ker4,i = Ker<*i = {adVg\a € C}.

Finally let us take a nonsingular model n : C —» C and fix a Kahler metric ds

on C. Then there are three kinds of Kahler manifolds C(ds ), C*(ds ) and

C*(g). We will investigate the relationship between their pure Hodge structures.

Corollary 6. (1) The L2-cohomology H',2AC*(ds2)) has also the pure Hodge

structure in the sense of Corollary 4.

(2) The restriction map from C to C* and the identity map on C* induce

the isomorphisms

H'DR(C) Z H[2)(C\ds2)) % H'{2)(C*(g)),        / < 1,

H2DR(C) % H22)(C*(ds2)) £ H2(2)(C\g)).

(3) The pure Hodge structures for C,   C*(ds2),   C*(g)  are all identified

through the maps at (2).

Remark. Compare Corollary 6(2), Corollary 3 and (1.2).

2. Proofs of Corollaries 4-6

Proof of Corollary 5. Due to the duality, the conjugation and Corollary 1, it

suffices to prove Keröc. (0 0) = Kerdc 0. We will prove the nontrivial impli-

cation Kerôc {0 0) c Kerdc 0 . Take / € Ker9c 0 0 . Then there exists a se-

quence fj € AC(C*), j Î oo, such that lim^^^ = / and lim^^ö^. = 0

(in the L -sense). Using the Hodge identity Ad = 2AÖ on Ac(C*), we have

timj^Wj.dfj) = \im j_^00(SdfJ,fj) = 2\imJ_too(3'dfj,fj) = 2Hm^oo(ö/;,

dfj) = 0. That is, / belongs to Kerdc Q .

Next we will prove Corollary 6(2).   For continuous functions /,   and f2

on some space  Y, fx < f2  means that there exists a constant K > 0 such
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that fx(y) < Kf2(y) for any y € Y. Moreover we denote by fx ~ f2 the

situation that both /, < f2 and fx > f2 hold. These relations are naturally

generalized also to the relations between differential forms; for the metrics gx

and g2, gx ~ g2 precisely means that they are quasi-isometric. Now, on

U - p , setting p = \u\ and 0 = argu, we have g ~ p dp  + p m dtp ,
2 2 2 2 2

ds   ~ dp  + p d</> . Hence the volume elements with respect to g and ds

have the following expressions:  dVa ~ pm~x dp l\d</>, dV_ ~ pdp Ad</>. We

denote the pointwise norms of a form a with respect to g and ds   by |a|

and \a\s respectively. Then, by straightforward computations, we get

Lemma 2.1. On U-p, we have dVg < dV$, \dp\2gdVg~\dp\)dVs,\d<l>\2gdVg ~

\d<t>\)dVs,  \dpAd<b\2gdVg>\dPAdcf>\2dV.

This lemma implies

Corollary 2.2. The identity map on C* induces the following bounded inclusion

maps:

L2A\C*(ds2)) - L2A'(C*(g)),        / < 1,

L2A'(C*(ds2)) «- L2A'(C*(#)),        / > 1.

Proof of Corollary 6(2). First we show the isomorphism induced by the identity

map on C*. Take a closed neighborhood V(c C) of S and set V* = V - S.

Then consider the following commutative diagram consisting of L -versions of

long exact sequences for (C*(ds ), V*(ds )) and (C*(g),V*(g)):

■••-»    //('2)(C*(úÍ52),l/*(^2))    -    H'[2)(C*(ds2))    -    H{2)(V*(ds2))    ->...

II 1 orí I orí
:•■-»      H'{2){C*(g),V*(g))      -     H^C'ig))     -     Hlm(V*(g))     -»...

Here the maps " | or | " mean " J. " if / < 1 and " î " if / = 2 induced by

the maps given at Corollary 2.2. Since (1.3) (with F* = K*(g) ) holds also for

F* = V*(ds ), obviously the second " I or î " becomes an isomorphism. Hence

the five lemma implies that the first "| or | " is also an isomorphism. Next

let us show the isomorphism induced by the restriction map from C to C*.

Due to the same argument as above, H'2)(C(ds )) is naturally isomorphic to

H'2)(C*(ds )) (through the restriction), which is a fundamental property of the

L2-cohomology. Moreover, trivially H'DR(C) is isomorphic to H'{2)(C(ds )).

Next let us prove Corollary 4. We need some preparations.

Lemma 2.3. On C*(g), we have domcL 0) n Ker9(0 0) = Ker<9f ,0 0).

Proof. Refer to Corollaries 1 and 5. Take an element / of the left hand

side.   Since it belongs to dorn d0 = dorn dc 0, there exists a sequence f €

dom^Q = A°C(C") such that lim^^/ = /, and lim^^dfj = df (in the
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L -sense). Obviously df = of. Hence lim. ^9/ = 0. Thus / belongs to

Ker<9c (0 m = Kerôc (0 0). The converse implication is trivial.

Corollary 2.4. Assume p + q = 1. Then we have ßf{2^d(C*(g)) = Hp2qd(C*(g)).

2     1  0       * A
Proof. Let us study the case (p ,q) = (1,0). Since L A ' (C ) n RangedQ =

{«9/1/ € domô(0 0) n Ker<3(0 0)}, Lemma 2.3 implies that it is equal to {0} .

Hence H!2)°d(C*(g)) = L2AX'°(C*) nKerdx . And its element cp satisfies ôcp =

-*„d* cp = —yf^\*d(jp Acó ) — 0, where *    and co    are the complex star
So O o ô o

operator and the Kahler form associated to our Kahler metric g. Thus the

proof is complete.

Proof of Corollary 4. Consider the following commutative diagram.

©w-i-*5í(C(*)) ¿ ^c'(g))
yPj y i *-

(2-1) ®P+q=i^d(C\g))    r    Hx(2)(C*(g))

\+q=iH"'q(C)        7       HXDR(C

Here Hp,q(C) is the (p,c7)-Dolbeault cohomology group of C and the isomor-

phism f is given by the pure Hodge structure of HDR(C). The isomorphisms ß

and yx have already been shown in Corollary 6(2) and the argument preceeding

Corollary 3 in §1. Moreover the identity y has been given in Corollary 2.4.

and obviously the map i«, is injective. Hence all the maps 1%,, i, a are easily

proved to be isomorphic.

Lastly we have to prove (1) and (3) of Corollary 6, which may be obvious

now. That is, Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 2.4 hold also for C*(ds ) and we have

also the commutative diagram (2.1) with g replaced by ds . Hence we have

(1). The assertion (3) can be shown by the commutative diagrams for C*(g)

and C*(ds2).
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